BESPOKE WOODEN CALENDAR COLLECTION
WHY ARE WE TALKING ABOUT CALENDARS NOW?

Sending out calendars to your clients – prospective or current – and other important stakeholders is a proven way to build and strengthen relationships. The most successful brands do this every year without fail.

What’s more, they do it diligently and ensure the calendars always reach the intended recipients at the right time, i.e., between the last and first week of the transition from the old year to the new.

This is why we think now is a good time to tap you with information about some fantastic calendars we have in store for you. After all, large order quantities of well-made calendars need time to be executed excellently and delivered on schedule.
PERPETUAL CALENDARS

A perpetual calendar is a calendar that’s valid for many years. It is designed in such a way that it allows the calculation of the day of the week for a given date from the present to the future.
01. PERPETUAL MONTESSORI CALENDAR

This calendar takes the best solid beech wood and crafts it with care into a work of art and utility that keeps giving, giving, and giving. Put simply, this is a very generous calendar that’s packed with beauty and brains.

Dimensions
8 inch x 9 inch x 0.5 inch

Cost
MOQ of 30pcs: Rs 1499 + tax per piece

*Does not include custom box charges
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Customisation Possibilities
- UV printing or engraving of logos and graphics
02. PERPETUAL SPINNING CALENDAR

A calendar you can literally take for a spin every day sounds like fun. Well, that’s what this calendar is. What’s more, this is fun that never ends. Crafted in acrylic or wood (you decide) and made for your desktop, this is a spiffy and engaging way to keep track of the days and years for years and years.

Dimensions
7inch x 1.5inch x 10inch

Cost
MOQ of 30pcs: Rs 1799 + tax per piece

*Does not include custom box charges

Customisation Possibilities
- Logos and graphics can be UV printed or engraved.
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03. PERPETUAL RACK & PINION CALENDAR

Inspired by the eye-catching rack and pinion mechanism from industrial machinery and design, this is a calendar-plus-business card holder fashioned from elegant beech wood that showcases a most contemporary aesthetic. Look at it. Doesn’t it remind you of something very European? Quite frankly, we think it makes for a very pleasing addition to any space.

Dimensions
7inch x 0.5inch x 3inch

Cost
MOQ of 100pcs: Rs 799 + tax per piece

*Does not include custom box charges

Customisation Possibilities
- Logos and graphics can be UV printed.
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04. PERPETUAL COMPACT CALENDAR

Everyone we know loves a compact perpetual calendar because it doesn’t take up too much space and sticks with you for good. Now, we’ve found a way to make these compact little chaps even more popular – by introducing a few innovative design touches that elevate them to a thing of handsomeness that’s distinctive, eye-catching, and extraordinary.

Dimensions
6inch x 2inch x 3.5inch

Cost
MOQ of 100pcs: Rs 699 + tax per piece

*Does not include custom box charges

Customisation Possibilities
Logos and graphics can be UV printed.
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05. PERPETUAL MARBLE AND SLIDER CALENDAR

You’ll be excused if you mistook this for an objet d’art. Actually, it is an objet d’art. It has a marble to indicate the month, a slider for the date, and an enchanting aura that will fuel conversations.
Like we said, this is way beyond a calendar.

Dimensions
9inch x 3.5inch x 0.5inch

Cost
MOQ of 100pcs: Rs 799 + tax per piece

*Does not include custom box charges
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Customisation Possibilities
- Logos and graphics can be UV printed or engraved.
ANNUAL CALENDARS

We invite you to introduce yourself to and take a close look at six kinds of extraordinary annual calendars we handcraft in wood.
01. **DESK CALENDAR WITH PEN HOLDER**

The 12 leaves are postcard-sized. They can be customized with content of your choice. The pen holder is a thoughtful addition. Finally, the calendar is compact and cost effective to send out.

**Dimensions**
3inch x 2inch x 2inch

**Cost**
MOQ of 100pcs: Rs 499 + tax per piece

*Does not include custom box charges

---

Customisation Possibilities
- Logos and graphics and be UV printed on the wooden base
- Layout and graphics of the leaves
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02. DESK CLIPBOARD CALENDAR

Each leaf is the size of a post card. The clipboard can be used later to keep ‘to do’ lists. In other words, here is a design that can be used for years and years, instead of just one year. So convenient and so much value for money!

Dimensions
7 inch x 2 inch x 9 inch

Cost
MOQ of 100pcs: Rs 499 + tax per piece

*Does not include custom box charges

Customisation Possibilities
- Layout and graphics of the leaves
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03. L-SHAPED WOODEN CALENDAR

A5 is the size of each leaf. The leaf is designed in such a way that it affords plenty of space to jot down important things. The fact that it is vertical allows one to print content on both sides, which is great because the person sitting across can be exposed to information about the brand that you want them to see, read, and remember.

Dimension: 6 inch x 1 inch x 4 inch

Cost: MOQ of 100pcs. Rs 449 + tax per piece

*Does not include custom box charges
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Customisation Possibilities
- Logos and graphics can be UV printed or engraved
- Layout and graphics of the leaves
04. CALENDAR-CUM-CARD HOLDER PLAQUE

How useful is a good looking calendar that also doubles as a smart business card holder? Very, we’d say. Not only does this calendar design help you keep track of dates, days, and months, it also allows you to stay in touch with the people whose cards you kept for future reference.

Dimensions
8inch x 0.75inch x 3.5inch

Cost
MOQ of 100pcs: Rs 399 + tax per piece

*Does not include custom box charges

Customisation Possibilities
- Logos and graphics can be UV printed
- Layout and graphics of the leaves
05. MAGNETIC CUBES CALENDAR

Pablo Picasso would have appreciated this calendar, what with his thing for Cubism and all. Look at it, so eye catching it looks. And it’s not flimsy or easily breakable or anything – because it’s well made with solid wooden blocks. There is also enough surface area for branding on top. Then, each of the visible sides of the cube will showcase the months. Oh and since it’s a calendar with smoothly moving parts, it’s quite engaging to play with. In fact, it might well be a stress buster!

Dimensions
60mm x 60mm x 180mm
(Each cube: 60mm x 60mm x 60mm)

Cost
MOQ of 100pcs: Rs 599 + tax per piece

*Does not include custom box charges

Customisation Possibilities
- The cubes can be painted in any matte colour.
- UV printing of logos and graphics.
06. WOODED WEDGE CALENDAR

This is a small calendar with a big heart. Why do we say big heart? For one, it’s easy to use – the leaves are wedged into a small space and can be torn away at the end of each month. In addition, the wedge works as a fine-looking paper weight during and after the year has been done and dusted with. Finally, it’s super-budget-friendly. See, now you know why we call this calendar has a big heart.

Dimensions
3 inch x 1 inch x 2.5 inch

Cost
MOQ of 500pcs: Rs 150 + tax per piece

*Does not include custom box charges
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GET IN TOUCH

From concept to design to execution to delivery, we will work with you to see how best these can be customized and executed to suit your needs.

Visit us.
www.engraveawards.com

Write to us.
sales@engraveawards.com

Let’s chat?

Mumbai : +91-98192 98781
+91-98190 06882
+91-98198 29159

Bangalore : +91-77386 45683

Delhi : +91-77386 44271
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